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National bestselling book: Featured on Midwest, Mountain Plains, New Atlantic, Northern, Pacific Northwest and Southern
Regional Indie Bestseller Lists Perfect book for the birder and anti-birder alike A humorous look at 50 common North American
dumb birds: For those who have a disdain for birds or bird lovers with a sense of humor, this snarky, illustrated handbook is equal
parts profane, funny, and—let's face it—true. Featuring common North American birds, such as the White-Breasted Butt Nugget and
the Goddamned Canada Goose (or White-Breasted Nuthatch and Canada Goose for the layperson), Matt Kracht identifies all the
idiots in your backyard and details exactly why they suck with humorous, yet angry, ink drawings. With The Field Guide to Dumb
Birds of North America, you won't need to wonder what all that racket is anymore! • Each entry is accompanied by facts about a
bird's (annoying) call, its (dumb) migratory pattern, its (downright tacky) markings, and more. • The essential guide to all things
wings with migratory maps, tips for birding, musings on the avian population, and the ethics of birdwatching. • Matt Kracht is an
amateur birder, writer, and illustrator who enjoys creating books that celebrate the humor inherent in life's absurdities. Based in
Seattle, he enjoys gazing out the window at the beautiful waters of Puget Sound and making fun of birds. "There are loads of
books out there for bird lovers, but until now, nothing for those that love to hate birds. The Field Guide to Dumb Birds of North
America fills the void, packed with snarky illustrations that chastise the flying animals in a funny, profane way. " – Uncrate A
humorous animal book with 50 common North American birds for people who love birds and also those who love to hate birds • A
perfect coffee table or bar top conversation-starting book • Makes a great Mother's Day, Father's Day, birthday, or retirement gift
People love snow. They love to ski and sled on it, snowshoe through it, and watch it fall from the sky. They love the way it blankets
a landscape, making it look tranquil and beautiful. Few people, however, know how snow works. What makes it possible for us to
slip and slide over, whether that’s falling on sidewalks or skiing down a mountain? What makes it cling to branches and street
signs? What qualities of snow lead to avalanches? In A Field Guide to Snow, veteran snow scientist Matthew Sturm answers
those questions and more. Drawing on decades of study, he explains in clear and simple ways how and why snow works the way
it does. The perfect companion a ski trip or a hike in the snowy woods, A Field Guide to Snow will give you a new appreciation for
the science behind snow’s beauty.
Drawing explicit lines, across time and a broad spectrum of violent acts, to provide the definitive field guide for understanding and
opposing white supremacy in America Hate, racial violence, exclusion, and racist laws receive breathless media coverage, but
such attention focuses on distinct events that gain our attention for twenty-four hours. The events are presented as episodic oneoffs, unfortunate but uncanny exceptions perpetrated by lone wolves, extremists, or individuals suffering from mental illness—and
then the news cycle moves on. If we turn to scholars and historians for background and answers, we often find their knowledge
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siloed in distinct academic subfields, rarely connecting current events with legal histories, nativist insurgencies, or centuries of
misogynist, anti-Black, anti-Latino, anti-Asian, and xenophobic violence. But recent hateful actions are deeply connected to the
past—joined not only by common perpetrators, but by the vast complex of systems, histories, ideologies, and personal beliefs that
comprise white supremacy in the United States. Gathering together a cohort of researchers and writers, A Field Guide to White
Supremacy provides much-needed connections between violence present and past. This book illuminates the career of white
supremacist and patriarchal violence in the United States, ranging across time and impacted groups in order to provide a working
volume for those who wish to recognize, understand, name, and oppose that violence. The Field Guide is meant as an urgent
resource for journalists, activists, policymakers, and citizens, illuminating common threads in white supremacist actions at every
scale, from hate crimes and mass attacks to policy and law. Covering immigration, antisemitism, gendered violence, lynching, and
organized domestic terrorism, the authors reveal white supremacy as a motivating force in manifold parts of American life. The
book also offers a sampling of some of the most recent scholarship in this area in order to spark broader conversations between
journalists and their readers, teachers and their students, and activists and their communities. A Field Guide to White Supremacy
will be an indispensable resource in paving the way for politics of alliance in resistance and renewal.
This poetry collection celebrates the impossible truths of the natural world and the magic that hides in plain sight. Poet and
podcaster Jarod K. Anderson (creator of The CryptoNaturalist Podcast) has built a large audience of social media followers and
podcast listeners with his strange, vibrant appreciations of nature. Ranging from contemplations of mortality to appreciations of
single-celled organisms, the poems in this collection highlight our connection to a living universe and affirm our place in a
wilderness worthy of our love.
Green: A Field Guide to Marijuana is required reading for a new generation of curious and sophisticated pot smokers. Presented in
an eye-popping package and filled with hyperdetailed photography of individual buds, this essential guide to marijuana is smart,
practical, and exceedingly beautiful. The "Primer" section explores the culture of this complex flower and explains the botany that
makes each strain unique. The "Buds" section describes the variations of lineage, flavor, and mental or physical high that define
170 exceptional strains. Poised to become the go-to marijuana guide for recreational and medicinal users alike, Green is easy to
pick up and impossible to put down.
America's most populous region is also home to some of the nation's most serenely beautiful country. Tracing a gentle, thousandmile curve from New York City southwestward to Montgomery, Alabama, the Piedmont connects an arc of urban centers which
includes five state capitals, America's largest city, and the national capital. Between the Atlantic coastal plain and the Blue Ridge
Mountains, the Piedmont's rolling hills span miles of farmland and forest. Michael Godfrey's Field Guide to the Piedmont--originally
published by Sierra Club Books and here newly revised and updated--is an informative and entertaining guide to the entire region's
habitats, ecosystems, and rich botanical communities. Focusing on plant succession, geology, soils, climate, and the plants and
animals with which we share the land, Field Guide to the Piedmont also features 180 illustrations for easy identification of the
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Piedmont's principal flora and fauna. A chapter describing and providing directions to over fifty sites of special interest will inspire
Piedmont residents to take this field guide in hand and explore their natural surroundings. Southern Gateways Guide is a
registered trademark of the University of North Carolina Press
Field Guide to Appropriate Technology is an all-in-one "hands-on guide" for nontechnical and technical people working in less
developed communities. It has been developed and designed with a prestigious team of authors, each of whom has worked
extensively in developing societies throughout the world. This field guide includes: Step-by-step instructions and illustrations
showing how to build and maintain a vast array of appropriate technology systems and devices Unique coverage on healthcare,
basic business and project management, principles of design, promotion, scheduling, training, microlending, and more Teachers,
doctors, construction workers, forest and agricultural specialists, scientists and healthcare workers, and religious and government
representatives will find this book a first source for advice Step-by-step instructions and illustrations showing how to build and
maintain a vast array of appropriate technology systems and devices Unique coverage on healthcare, basic business and project
management, principles of design, promotion, scheduling, training, microlending, and more Teachers, doctors, construction
workers, forest and agricultural specialists, scientists and healthcare workers, and religious and government representatives will
find this book a first source for advice
A birding guidebook provides identification tips, information on behavior and nesting, six hundred locator and range maps, and
new plumage and species classification data on over 750 North American birds found west of the Rocky Mountains.
Mushrooms in the wild present an enticing challenge: some are delicious, others are deadly, and still others take on almost
unbelievable forms. This field guide introduces 650 mushrooms found in the Carolinas--more than 50 of them appearing in a field
guide for the first time--using clear language and color photographs to reveal their unique features. What's included: Hundreds of
full color photographs of Carolina mushrooms Information on mushroom edibility and toxicity Microscopic information An overview
of the Carolinas' role in the history of American mycology Perfect for those interested in learning more about mushrooms, the
unusually large number of described species makes this book a must-have for experienced mushroom hunters as well as
beginners. Here, at last, is the field guide for North and South Carolina mushrooms, from the mountains to the coast, presented in
a single, portable volume.
This series brings insects and spiders to life, with up-to-date information and state-of-the-art 3D illustrations that practically leap off
every page, stimulating minds and imaginations in a whole new way.
This is not a how-to manual… (it’s a field guide) We all want to know, "How can I help without hurting in this specific situation?" But
there’s no one answer, and there’s definitely no short cuts, but there are key principles—or ministry design principles. Think of
these like the rules an improvising actor learns—the principles are crucial—but the actor must decide how to put them into practice
based on the complexities of the situation. This book contains and explicates 20 ministry design principles developed over
decades of observing, studying, and experimenting. They’re in no way perfect, but they represent the very best ideas we have to
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date for how to do effective poverty alleviation in the kingdom of God.
At last, a field guide to identifying and doing battle with more than 100 stains, from tomato juice to tar, from avocado to urine! Field
Guide to Stains is divided into handy sections for easy access to information when time is of the essence: Fruits and Vegetables,
Meat and Protein, Household Items, Garage and Yard, and more. Readers will learn more than just removal techniques—details
include general descriptions and likely seasons, times, and areas of occurrence. Did you know that a yogurt stain is more likely to
occur in January (when New Year’s resolutions demand more healthy eating), and that correction fluid stains are more prevalent
in April (when the pressure to complete your taxes on time is at a high)? Includes more than 100 full-color photographs of stains,
each one cross-referenced to its description and step-by-step removal advice. Quick-reference icons guide the reader to the most
essential information in each entry. This guide has a sturdy, stain-proof exterior—making it a necessity for every cubicle, glove
compartment, and college dorm. Field Guide to Stains is a must-have for everyone about to venture out into the wild, to the
kitchen, or to a night on the town!
I’m surrounded by people at church . . . so why do I feel so alone? You show up at church every Sunday. You see people you
know. You listen to a sermon together. And then you go home feeling just as isolated as you did before. What’s going on? We all
know that a church is supposed to be a community. The trick is to actually make it one. Communities don’t happen by
chance—certainly not in our Lone Ranger culture that values independence and individualism. A truly Christian community must be
built by intentional practices that allow for deeper connections, centered on the unity that can only be found in Christ. In A Field
Guide for Genuine Community, longtime pastor and discipleship trainer Ben Connelly shows you that the biblical model for
community is the family of God. In twenty-five short, practical readings, he takes you beyond the surface and helps you learn to
connect with your brothers and sisters as true family members. The church isn’t meant to be a collection of strangers. God intends
for you to find a unified and purposeful household where you truly belong.
Covers over five hundred families of North American insects
An indispensable guide for both the beginner and the expert in identification of birds, emphasizing clues to watch when they are
seen at a distance.
* More than 700 color illustrations for easy identification * Expanded with new sections on mushrooms, insects, and rock
identification * Handy color tabs for easy access, and quick reference index on back cover Don't just call it a mushroom when it's a
golden chanterelle; know your screech owl from your saw-whet owl; distinguish a monarch butterfly from a painted lady -- all with
the help of this comprehensive guide to the common plants and animals of the Cascade and Olympic Mountains. The species
accounts have been updated with the latest taxonomic changes and, as before, include common name, scientific name, and
description of important features, habitat, and geographic range.
Play with paint, get creative with color, and discover your personal palette--a joyful, interactive workbook for creativity, selfexpression, and deepening your understanding of how color works. Color is one of the most profound ways we have to express
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ourselves. In this lively workbook for artists, graphic designers, hobbyists, and creators of all types, you will journal your way
through fresh and enriching ways to develop a more personal connection to color in your art and life. Using watercolors, gouache,
or any other water-based medium, dive into color theory and explore your personal style while playing with a balanced blend of
experiments and color meditations. Discover a personal color wheel while exploring tints and shades. Experiment with color mixing
while you make as many of one color as you can - and then name them all (honeydew green, avocado green, mint ice cream...).
Through playful prompts and inspiring examples, and with lots of room for painting, this book will guide you to a new or expanded
relationship with color and deepen your understanding of what color can do for you.
A field guide to the weather, including clouds, storm systems, and climate change A resource for those intrigued by events in the
sky—clouds, precipitation, storms, aurora, halos—and for those who follow daily weather events. Using a nontechnical approach, the
authors describe the flow of energy and moisture through global and local landscapes and how they evolve into day-to-day
weather. For those fascinated by the sky’s colors and patterns, there are halos, rainbows, iridescent clouds, and other tapestries
in the sky. For the cloud-watcher, common and unusual cloud forms are covered; for those entranced by storms, the guide
includes severe thunderstorms, winter blizzards, hurricanes, hail, ice storms, and other challenges that the atmosphere inflicts. It
even includes a chapter on weather in the atmospheres of the planets and the sun. More than 400 photographs illustrate visible
weather, and diagrams explain the more challenging physical concepts. This book is designed for those who want to look up,
marvel, and understand what they see.
Finally, a comprehensive book on land conservation financing for community and regional conservation leaders. A Field Guide to
Conservation Finance provides essential advice on how to tackle the universal obstacle to protecting private land in America: lack
of money. Story Clark dispels the myths that conservationists can access only private funds controlled by individuals or that only
large conservation organizations have clout with big capital markets. She shows how small land conservation organizations can
achieve conservation goals using both traditional and cutting-edge financial strategies. Clark outlines essential tools for raising
money, borrowing money, and reducing the cost of transactions. She covers a range of subjects including transfer fees, voluntary
surcharges, seller financing, revolving funds, and Project Related Investment programs (PRIs). A clear, well-written overview of
the basics of conservation finance with useful insights and real stories combine to create a book that is an invaluable and
accessible guide for land trusts seeking to protect more land.
A Field Guide to Whisky is a one-stop guide for all the information a whisky enthusiast needs. With the whisky market booming all
over the world, now is a perfect time for a comprehensive guide to this popular brown spirit. What are the basic ingredients in all
whiskies? How does it get its flavor? Which big-name brands truly deserve their reputation? What are the current whisky trends
around the world? And who was Jack Daniel, anyway? This abundance of information is distilled(!) into 324 short entries covering
basic whisky literacy, production methods, consumption tips, trends, trivia, geographical maps and lists of distilleries, whisky trails,
bars, hotels, and festivals by an industry insider. Boasting 230 color photographs and a beautiful package to boot, A Field Guide to
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Whisky will make a whisky expert out of anyone.
A stimulating exploration of wandering, being lost, and the uses of the unknown from the author of Orwell's Roses Written as a
series of autobiographical essays, A Field Guide to Getting Lost draws on emblematic moments and relationships in Rebecca
Solnit's life to explore issues of uncertainty, trust, loss, memory, desire, and place. Solnit is interested in the stories we use to
navigate our way through the world, and the places we traverse, from wilderness to cities, in finding ourselves, or losing ourselves.
While deeply personal, her own stories link up to larger stories, from captivity narratives of early Americans to the use of the color
blue in Renaissance painting, not to mention encounters with tortoises, monks, punk rockers, mountains, deserts, and the movie
Vertigo. The result is a distinctive, stimulating voyage of discovery.
A beautifully designed guidebook to the unnoticed yet essential elements of our cities, from the creators of the wildly popular 99%
Invisible podcast
Whether seeking a secluded jog or an adventurous outing, residents and tourists alike will find this handsome guide indispensable
for finding oases away from the noise of the city.
“We officially declare this the book of cheese. . . . The stunningly realistic illustrations are reason alone to buy the guide.”
—Saveur, Our Favorite Cookbooks to Gift This Year “A cheese lover’s dream, educating aficionados through gorgeous pictures
and fun, colorful graphics.” —BookPage Everything you need to know about the world’s great cheeses, including how they’re
made, their universe of flavors, origins, and terroir. Organized by type, the book features more than 400 cheeses worth
knowing—from fresh cheese and pressed cheese to blue cheese, soft cheese, and spreadable cheese. Each includes an an
identifying illustration, nuts and bolts like the type of milk and fat content, and a brief, memorable description. Readers will find
unexpected cheeses that are best for melting (Hushållsost), best for serving solo (Bovški Sir), and even the stinkiest (pick up some
Allgäuer Weisslacker and see what company thinks). Includes dozens of maps; an aroma wheel to help refine your palate; a guide
to composing cheese boards; tips for pairing with wine, beer, whiskey, cider; and so much more.
Winner of the National Business Book Award From the New York Times bestselling author of The Organized Mind and This Is Your Brain on
Music, a primer to the critical thinking that is more necessary now than ever We are bombarded with more information each day than our
brains can process—especially in election season. It's raining bad data, half-truths, and even outright lies. New York Times bestselling author
Daniel J. Levitin shows how to recognize misleading announcements, statistics, graphs, and written reports, revealing the ways lying weasels
can use them. It's becoming harder to separate the wheat from the digital chaff. How do we distinguish misinformation, pseudo-facts, and
distortions from reliable information? Levitin groups his field guide into two categories—statistical information and faulty arguments—ultimately
showing how science is the bedrock of critical thinking. Infoliteracy means understanding that there are hierarchies of source quality and bias
that variously distort our information feeds via every media channel, including social media. We may expect newspapers, bloggers, the
government, and Wikipedia to be factually and logically correct, but they so often aren't. We need to think critically about the words and
numbers we encounter if we want to be successful at work, at play, and in making the most of our lives. This means checking the plausibility
and reasoning—not passively accepting information, repeating it, and making decisions based on it. Readers learn to avoid the extremes of
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passive gullibility and cynical rejection. Levitin's charming, entertaining, accessible guide can help anyone wake up to a whole lot of things
that aren't so. And catch some weasels in their tracks!
“A cozy and enjoyable read.” —Kirkus Reviews “The likable cast and relatable premise will resonate with readers grappling with the
uncertainty of change.” —Booklist A girl with a passion for science and a boy who dreams of writing fantasy novels must figure out how to get
along now that their parents are dating in this lively, endearing novel. Sutton is having robot problems. Her mini-bot is supposed to be able to
get through a maze in under a minute, but she must have gotten something wrong in the coding. Which is frustrating for a science-minded girl
like Sutton—almost as frustrating as the fact that her mother probably won’t be home in time for Sutton’s tenth birthday. Luis spends his days
writing thrilling stories about brave kids, but there’s only so much inspiration you can find when you’re stuck inside all day. He’s allergic to
bees, afraid of dogs, and has an overprotective mom to boot. So Luis can only dream of daring adventures in the wild. Sutton and Luis
couldn’t be more different from each other. Except now that their parents are dating, these two have to find some common ground. Will they
be able to navigate their way down a path they never planned on exploring?
When the Grace children go to stay at their Great Aunt Lucinda's worn Victorian house, they discover a field guide to fairies and other
creatures and begin to have some unusual experiences.
Explains how to identify the many species of demons, where to find them, and the traditional ways of appeasing or dispelling them
From three award-winning and bestselling humor writers comes a hilarious guide to everything you need to know about Jewish history,
holidays, and traditions. Why do random Jewish holidays keep springing up unexpectedly? Why are yarmulkes round? Who was the first
Jewish comedian? What's "Christian humor" and have you ever even heard of that phrase? Who is "the Golem" and whom do you want it to
beat up? These baffling questions and many more are answered by comedy legends Dave Barry, Adam Mansbach, and Alan Zweibel, twothirds of whom are Jewish. In A Field Guide to the Jewish People the authors dissect every holiday, rite of passage, and tradition, unravel a
long and complicated history, and tackle the tough questions that have plagued Jews and non-Jews alike for centuries. Combining the
sweetness of an apricot rugelach with the wisdom of a matzoh ball, this is the last book on Judaism that you will ever need. So gather up your
chosen ones, open a bottle of Manischewitz, and get ready to laugh as you finally begin to understand the inner-workings of Judaism.
Morris Award Finalist for Best Debut YA Novel of the Year! A hilarious YA contemporary realistic novel about a witty Black French Canadian
teen who moves to Austin, Texas, and experiences the joys, clichés, and awkward humiliations of the American high school
experience—including falling in love. Perfect for fans of Nicola Yoon, When Dimple Met Rishi, and John Green. Norris Kaplan is clever,
cynical, and quite possibly too smart for his own good. A Black French Canadian, he knows from watching American sitcoms that those three
things don’t bode well when you are moving to Austin, Texas. Plunked into a new high school and sweating a ridiculous amount from the
oppressive Texas heat, Norris finds himself cataloging everyone he meets: the Cheerleaders, the Jocks, the Loners, and even the Manic
Pixie Dream Girl. Making a ton of friends has never been a priority for him, and this way he can at least amuse himself until it’s time to go
back to Canada, where he belongs. Yet against all odds, those labels soon become actual people to Norris…like loner Liam, who makes it his
mission to befriend Norris, or Madison the beta cheerleader, who is so nice that it has to be a trap. Not to mention Aarti the Manic Pixie
Dream Girl, who might, in fact, be a real love interest in the making. But the night of the prom, Norris screws everything up royally. As he tries
to pick up the pieces, he realizes it might be time to stop hiding behind his snarky opinions and start living his life—along with the people who
have found their way into his heart.
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Presents a guidebook which provides identification tips, information on behavior and nesting, locator and range maps, and plumage and
species classification data on over one thousand species of birds found in North America.
In this lively guide to the Gettysburg battlefield, Carol Reardon and Tom Vossler invite readers to participate in a tour of this hallowed ground.
Ideal for carrying on trips through the park as well as for the armchair historian, this book includes comprehensive maps and deft descriptions
of the action that situate visitors in time and place. Crisp narratives introduce key figures and events, and eye-opening vignettes help readers
more fully comprehend the import of what happened and why. A wide variety of contemporary and postwar source materials offer colorful
stories and present interesting interpretations that have shaped--or reshaped--our understanding of Gettysburg today. Each stop addresses
the following: What happened here? Who fought here? Who commanded here? Who fell here? Who lived here? How did participants
remember this event?

A visual lexicon of colorful slang terms coined by real estate developers and designers offers insight into land-use
practices and the physical elements of American sprawl, in a volume that features color aerial photographs and an
analysis of the impact of excessive development.
Describes species with common and scientific names with detailed information
Supplies practical tips on collecting beetles and discusses the habits and identifying characteristics of the different types
of beetles
Essays offer a fresh look at common plants, animals, and natural phenomena
A brilliant philosopher reimagines Stoicism for our modern age in this thought-provoking guide to a better life. For more
than two thousand years, Stoicism has offered a message of resilience in the face of hardship. Little wonder, then, that it
is having such a revival in our own troubled times. But there is no denying how weird it can be: Is it really the case that
we shouldn't care about our work, our loved ones, or our own lives? According to the old Stoics, yes. In A Field Guide to
a Happy Life, philosopher Massimo Pigliucci offers a renewed Stoicism that reflects modern science and sensibilities.
Pigliucci embraces the joyful bonds of affection, the satisfactions of a job well done, and the grief that attends loss. In his
hands, Stoicism isn't about feats of indifference, but about enduring pain without being overwhelmed, while enjoying
pleasures without losing our heads. In short, he makes Stoicism into a philosophy all of us -- whether committed Stoics or
simply seekers -- can use to live better.
From the beloved American heritage brand, The Pendleton Field Guide to Camping is a helpful companion for outdoor
enthusiasts and weekend adventurers. Organized into three sections, this handbook offers practical advice on where to
go camping, how to go camping, and how to enjoy it once you're there. The Pendleton Field Guide to Camping begins
with a brief overview of the best parks and trails in the United States. The second section contains camp essentials—what
to pack and how to plan your camping trip—and the final section contains a series of how-tos. • Entries include a brief
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history of national parks, packing lists, and step-by-step tutorials for starting a fire, pitching a tent, and brewing a cup of
coffee in the wilderness. • Filled with tried-and-true advice, illustrations, and informative text • An inviting and instructive
tool for anyone who wants to explore the great outdoors Whether you're an avid outdoorsperson, a weekend explorer, or
an aspirational adventurer, this handbook will inspire you to pack a bag and spend some time in the wilderness. For over
150 years, Pendleton Woolen Mills has been one of America's most beloved heritage brands. Known for their woolen
blankets and clothing, their products are revered by those who love the great outdoors. • An inviting and instructive tool
for those who want to start sleeping under the stars • Great book for Pendleton fans, outdoorsy types, and longtime
campers and first-timers alike • Add it to the shelf with books like Bushcraft 101: A Field Guide to the Art of Wilderness
Survival by Dave Canterbury, Norwegian Wood: Chopping, Stacking, and Drying Wood the Scandinavian Way by Lars
Mytting, and How to Stay Alive in the Woods: A Complete Guide to Food, Shelter and Self-Preservation Anywhere by
Bradford Angier
Autistic people often live in a state of anxiety and confusion about the social world, running into misunderstandings and
other barriers. This book unlocks the inner workings of neurotypical behavior, which can be mysterious to autistics.
Proceeding from root concepts of language and culture through 62 behavior patterns used by neurotypical people, the
book reveals how they structure a mental map of the world in symbolic webs of beliefs, how those symbols are used to
filter perception, how they build and display their identity, how they compete for power, and how they socialize and
develop relationships-At last, a field guide to making and identifying virtually every candy imaginable, from peanut-butter cups to mint
meltaways! Field Guide to Candy is the definitive guide to candies from around the world, with more than 100 recipes and
variations on such tried-and-true classics as caramel apples, rocky road, and lollipops as well as traditional international
favorites like Turkish delight, truffles, and French pralines. This delectable guide introduces readers to the best
techniques for creating chocolates; sugary sweets; creamy, sticky, chewy candies; nutty treats; and fun and simple
classics. Every candy is photographed in glorious full color, with step-by-step instructions on how to prepare, make, and
store your creations. Entries include fascinating historical background, helpful baking notes, and serving suggestions for
each delicious variety. Whether you’re a candy-making novice or veteran pastry chef, mouth-watering homemade
confections are minutes away with Field Guide to Candy!
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